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About This Game

Boo Breakers: The Ghostening

Join a band of mages, known as the Boo Breakers, and travel to a variety of locales. Cast spells to reveal hidden dangers and
expel all manner of things that go bump in the night, while having fun along the way. Entrusted with powerful magic wands, it is

up to you to discover the secrets of the land on your way to becoming the master Boo Breaker.

Grab Spirits and Trap Them Using Your Crystal Wand
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Dodge Incoming Attacks or Use Your Manipulate Spell to Deflect Them

Scan the Environment to Discover Treasure and Power-ups

Seek Out Hidden Keys and Gain Entry to the Bosses Chambers

Battle Powerful Bosses Like Knuckles the Lich and Harry the Haunting

Explore Different Environments Like the Forests of Evermore and Ghastly Manor

React to an Onslaught of Enemies When Engaging Frantic Encounters

Enhance the Power of Your Magic Wands With a Variety of Upgrades

Work your way through the haunted house and forest to discover the hidden treasures, keys, upgrades, and other mages!
Uncover the secrets of the Ghostening and learn how to defeat the a powerful lich and frightful specter!

Work your powerful magic against an assortment of wild and mystical beings, bent on keeping you from discovering the true
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source of evil!!!
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Title: Boo Breakers: The Ghostening
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Rank17
Publisher:
Rank17
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 970

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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A really cool action game that wears the influence of other titles on it's sleeve proudly.

Give it a shot if you liked Shank, or the Souls series!. Has unique climate. Different, more real than for instance Guns Of Icarus,
which is rather boring to us. I play it a lot with my sons. We happen to be one of the best cooperative teams.. Absolutely good
game. Just finished the tutorial and... Wow! this game!.. It has got the best of every 4x game I've played till now.

So what should you expect?...
...Expect a Space Empires game (a turn based 4x) minus warp holes for inter-system travel, with RTS elements of Homeworld
on a game engine like a AI War: Fleet Command. Oh! Forgot to mention, Star Wolves like pirate raids. :))

Verdict:
It is a close to perfect 4x RTS game which doesn't need a hefty system specifications to run on with guaranteed tonnes of hours
of gameplay. The reason I called it "Close to perfect 4x RTS game" is because I havn't played long enough to be able to
comment on AI. But I'm optimist it won't disappoint.

Rating:
For now, 10/10 for game design and controls... Will update this review after playing a couple of hours with AI.

Update: AI
Now since I've played close to 19 hours, I guess I pretty much understand how the AI's behave.
Initially I thought AI to be easy, but couple of minutes later, game proved me wrong.

Unlike other games, where AI's target you when you are supirior to them or become a threat, in this game, they will ensure that
your race is wipped off the galaxy if your race is inferior to them. If you however are superior, they are likely to give you
resources and research points to stay your ally. I'm not saying they won't attack you if you are superior (i.e. leading in number of
ships, research, star systems inhabited and economy), but that in my experience will only happen if there are no more planets to
colonize.

AI's can also become annoying at times with constant treaty requests. While most of the AI's rely on medium ship sizes (usually
10x-50x), some will build gigantic ships (like 100x or larger) couple of minutes in the game. So I suggest you to try to build
some for yourself.

Also, build a huge number of ship so that you have enough reserves for ones you might lose in battle. As if your fleet size is
minimized, most of the AI's will turn their backs on you and believe me, thats disasterous!!. As there is nowadays a big influx of
shooters games on steam there is starting to be somewhat of a crowd at the bottom of the pile.

This game is down there in the pile. It may perhaps be more on top of that pile as there are worse shooters but that doesnt help
much. Why so? As other reviews have accurately described this game suffers from hard to tell hit collision as enemies alter
altitude and often approach you from behind. I'd also add that pacing is a problem. Evidence? Find a Let's play video about the
first level -> notice the attack patterns and hit boxes? Long long chains of repeating patterns come at you. And then without
much ado the boss crawls forth to battle you.

I must also point out it's by far biggest sin: Pricing. there are other shooter games that i won't be naming that score points as they
are simply so incredibly cheap you can get them for some coins and they give you that 30-60min of mediocre fun. This one is
overpriced and gets annoying quickly and thus it's price\/quality is bonkers.

I like to see past problems of games and find redeeming qualities in them that would make them different and perhaps place
them in a niche. Alas i can't find any redeeming qualities in this game considering the competition on steam AND pricing.. This
indie♥♥♥♥♥♥gave me 10 000 heart attacks. ♥♥♥♥ it.
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lvl 3 impossible tho. This game reminds me of Marble Blast Ultra but with a lot more cool features\/abilities Added in,more
customizations for your Marble,and with very interesting levels.
But I would recommend playing this game with a controller but on keyboard it's just fine.
I love this game and I hope there would be updates soon.

I would recommend :). Good choice if you're one for infuriating puzzle games and time wasters. Nonetheless, it's something you
can easily defeat under 20 minutes without procrastination - the start was rather fun, and I'd say $2 was alright.

One major issue would be the inability to save and it takes you back to the very start. Also a game which requires much intuition
and patience before wishing to tear those little pixels apart.. When you play Zoo Tycoon as a child, you don't really ever stop
getting the urge to build a zoo in your adulthood. It's just simple good old fashioned fun. So I was craving Zoo Tycoon when I
bought this game and at first I hated it, comparing every single aspect to ZT and having a hard time getting used to the changes
but once I did, which happened really fast, it's pretty addicting. Way more addicting than Zoo Tycoon.

PROS

+ Animals look more realistic, better graphics
+ Animals interaction with environment is better. They climb trees to rest which is really cool.
+ Plants are annoying at first then a welcomed change. It's fun to try and figure out what plants need to survive and the variety
of plants of the same kind with different heights or different colored flowers is really nice.
+ Animals don't reproduce like rabbits and drive you mad with "Enclosure too small" messages. They all have a preferred herd
size and as far as I can tell, size of the enclosure doesn't change anything. So you're not forced to reserve 1/3 of your park for
camels.
+Vets, zookeepers, garbage men, gardeners they all come with different skill levels and learn on the job, that's fun too.
+ Campaigns are really challenging, thought provoking and fun. Sometimes you literally have to bring in critical thinking to
solve a level.

CONS
+Guests are jerks as usual. You have to be very careful with your placement of food and shopping places otherwise they'll never
be content with the amount of buildings you have.
+The undo button.... Unlike the Zoo Tycoon you can use the undo button several times in a row which is very helpful however
you have to go out of the menu you're in, close every window open and go back to the default screen to access the undo
feauture. So annoying.
+ There are very few building options. Ice cream booth, hot dog booth, and restaurant. That's all the food options you have.
Should have been more.
+ Haven't seen any fish or marine animals yet. Hope I don't need an expansion for that.
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I really want to like this game, but the bugs are making it impossible for me to even continue a saved game. This isn't even about
the gameplay itself, which is just for fellas that just want to waste time and make historical scenario's. The main issue is the
technical side, which is filled with bugs and bad AI. The dev himself already admitted on the forums he abondoned this game,
so don't even try; your game will be flooded with problems that the dev will never fix.. I like a frog with balls in their mouths
shooting other balls rolling around it and trying to get into a monkeys mouth. Fun, takes hours and hours and hours of your life
though. But that's fine.. At first I think about kawaiii sesiyuu voices and easy to complete achievement but...

Most of Heroine's dialog are annoying, they keep said same dialog for no reason...
maybe mute this game while playing is better idea.

Gameplay neither good nor bad but you need a bit of luck for complete achievement.
Just skip this game if you come for achievement hunt, It waste your time.. Hardcore mode still bester than easy mode. Granted,
I initially missed a certain component in the system requirements: section, which requires the player to have Visual C++
Redistributable for Visual Studio 2015 installed in order for the game to run successfully.

Now, that I've managed to remedy this issue, I'm having a blast! (pun intended)

The game nicely integrates components of bullet-hell style SHMUPS with a buyable upgrade system, enabling you to augment
your weapon systems to your liking from one level to the next levels.

With attractive visuals, nice particle effects, and an invigorating orchestral soundtrack, this title effectively captures the
steampunk vibe integral to its setting that is every bit as fun as it is pretty.

One may find the player's hit-circle to encompass a slightly larger surface area than the miniscule center-of-the-center-of-the-
center-of-the-center hit detection component prevalent in CAVE-style shooters, so veterans of this genre may wish to steer
slightly clearer of incoming projectiles than they're accustomed to. Not to suggest that the game isn't well balanced, and the
difficulty level is nicely compensated for with the ability to replay the most recent level in which you perished.

Definitely a recommendation. A+. Way too easy.
Unrealistic. ( Was able to destroy several heavy tanks with only one unit of footsoldiers.)
Bullchenschiten.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/KgRRpZmwp5A

I have to say that Quote does need a little bit of polish, but from what I saw while making my First Impressions video I was
quite impressed. A solid art style with an interesting take on gameplay. A few framerate drops and some mild design oversights,
but there is definitely a good, solid title in here. Although, to be honest, this may appeal more to the child market than it would
adults. That is not a negative in my eyes, merely an observation.

This is definitely one Early Access game I will be keeping my eyes on.
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